New Products
Vikan UST Detail Brush - 555130x

Features

Available in 8 colors

»» FDA compliant
»» Available in 8 colors
»» Hygienic Design
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»» Enhanced bristle security

The UST Detail Brush is designed for detail cleaning in dry environments where
soft bristles are useful and hygiene is critical, such as when allergens are a risk.
Also useful as a pastry or glazing brush in food handling applications. This brush
delivers all the advanced benefits of Vikan’s other UST cleaning tools.

»» No metal staples or resin
»» Fully tested and documented

Remco Lobby Dustpan Set - 6250x
Available in 9 colors

Features
»» FDA compliant
»» Available in 9 colors
»» Locking pan lid
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This set includes a dustpan and upright broom. The dustpan has no hard angles
that could trap food residue or bacteria, and it can be easily disassembled and
reassembled for regular washing and sanitizing. The large, 7” by 14” bin allows for
big and small cleanup jobs. The tall 37” handles prevent back pain that stems from
leaning over shorter dustpans and brooms.

»» Matching broom & dustpan
»» Durable

Features

Vikan Hook Brush - 5372x
Available in 6 colors

»» FDA compliant
»» Available in 6 colors
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Cleaning between and around pipes is made easier with the curved design of
the hook brush. The hand grip utilizes a threaded recess on the end that allows
another handle to be connected to the brush. The brush bristles are secured with
noncorrosive stainless steel wires, helping increase longevity.

Vikan Bottle Brush - 5381-90-x
Available in 6 colors

»» Matching bristle & grip color
»» Stiff bristles
»» Angled brush ideal for cleaning
outside of pipes

Features
»» FDA compliant
»» Available in 6 colors
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»» Total color
»» Stiff bristles

This bottle brush has bristles along the sides as well as in the front. It is used in
areas where a wider tube cleaning action is required or where the equipment has
an end point that cannot be reached with a hand brush. Works well as a drain
brush, particularly in black.

New Products
Vikan 2” Handle Mounted Stainless
Steel Scraper - 4010x
Available in 9 colors

Features
»» Threaded grip
»» Slightly rounded blade corners
»» Hygienic design
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This scraper has a threaded grip that enables any Vikan color-coded handle to be
screwed into the grips, which allows cleaning of difficult to reach areas. Slightly
rounded blade corners prevent damage to the surface being cleaned and operator
injury. Suitable for removing stubborn debris like chocolate and sugar deposits.

Vikan 4” Handle Mounted Stainless
Steel Scraper - 4011x
Available in 8 colors
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»» Durable
»» FDA compliant
»» Available in 9 colors

Features
»» Threaded grip
»» Slightly rounded blade corners
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»» Hygienic design
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»» Durable

This scraper has a threaded grip that enables any Vikan color-coded handle to be
screwed into the grips, which allows cleaning of difficult to reach areas. Slightly
rounded blade corners prevent damage to the surface being cleaned and operator
injury. Suitable for removing stubborn debris like chocolate and sugar deposits.

Remco 1½” SS Hand Scraper - 6971x
Available in 9 colors

»» FDA compliant
»» Available in 8 colors

Features
»» FDA compliant
»» Available in 9 colors
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»» Stainless steel blade
»» Durable

Remco’s color-coded stainless steel scraper, with 1.5” wide blade, is an excellent
solution for removing stubborn debris from smooth surfaces. The scraper’s beveled
blade loosens dried pastry dough, starches, chocolate, and burnt food.

Remco 3” SS Hand Scraper - 6972x
Available in 9 colors

»» 1.5” blade

Features
»» FDA compliant
»» Available in 9 colors
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»» Stainless steel blade
»» Durable

Remco’s color-coded stainless steel scraper, with 3” wide blade, is an excellent
solution for removing stubborn debris from smooth surfaces. The scraper’s beveled
blade loosens dried pastry dough, starches, chocolate, and burnt food.

»» 3” blade

More products in more colors than any other system. See for yourself at remcoproducts.com
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